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This report summarizes the work done by the SDI. 
during the poriod October through Decemher 1971, and 
primarily concerns the seismic research activities 
related to the detection and identification of 
nuclear explosions and earthquakes. The report also 
contains brief discussions of the support tasks and 
data services which were performed for other 
government contractors and for participants in the 
vjlA-ltMhmM and PRIMIi ARGUS projects. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the work done by the 

SDL during the period October through December 1971, and 

primarily concerns the seismic research activities related 

to the detection and identification of nuclear explosions 

and earthquakes.  The report also contains brief discussions 

of the support tasks and data services which were performed 

for other government contractors and for participants in the 

VHLA-UNIFORM and PR I Ml, ARGUS projects. 
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I, INTROÜUCTION 

This quarterly report .summarizes the technical 
work, support effort, and data services completed during 
the period Octoher through Decemher 1971.  Current and 
past work arc mentioned only if related to the present 
di scuss ions . 

Reviews of technical reports completed during 
the reporting period arc contained in Section 11 under 
descriptive headings.  Section 111 is a summary of the 
support and service tasks performed for other government 
contractors and for VELA-UNIFORM and PRIME AGRUS 
participants. 

II. WORK COMPLETED 

A. Radiation of Rayleigh Wave Energy from 
Nuclear Explosions and Earthquakes in 
Southern NcvacTFi 

In the first study completed during the quarter 
we analyzed amplitudes of Raylnigh waves generated by sonic 
southern Nevada nuclear explosions and cavity collapses. The 
Rayleigh amplitude radiation patterns for all the explosions 
and collapses investigated were found to be similar within 
the expected variation of SiU due to calibration and measure- 
ment errors.  The primary factor affecting the Rayleigh 
amplitude radiation patterns of the explosions was found to be 
the effect of the earth structure along the travel paths from 
source to receivers, with the effect of any tectonic strain 
release being small.  The amplitude correction for the travel 
path to each recording station was determined and used in the 
evaluation of the source mechanisms of four southern Nevada 
earthquakes.  Use of the amplitude corrections can improve 
the estimate of surface wave magnitude. 

B. Time and Frequency Domain Solutions for 
Vertically Incident Waves in Multilaycred 
Absorptive Media with an Application nj 
Source Depth Determination 

In another study we obtained solutions of the 
ray propagation equation for various boundary conditions, 
assuming vertical incidence in plane, parallel, equal-travel-time 
layers.  The solutions are examined in both the time and frequency 
domains and certain properties derived.  A complete discussion of 
frequency-domain synthesis techniques is given in connection with 
a treatment of the absorption problem.  FORTRAN programs arc 
given in the original study which compute any of the solutions 
in either the frequency or time domains, with or without absorp- 
tion.  The theory and programs are applied to the problem of 
source depth determination, and it is shown that the method of 
pP spectral nulls is somewhat unreliable. 



C.  An Hmpi rical Match-l-il tcr Study with (.«.iitral 
Asian and SoTTth Pacific Invents. 

This study concerns match-fiItcring of two 
suites of events, one in the Tonga Islands and the other in 
the Hindu Kush, to determine relative enhancement in signal-to- 
noise ratio achieved hy various procedures.  It was found that 
match-filter S/X enhancement depends very little on the proximity 
of the reference event used as a match filter for distances as 
great as 000 km.  For both regions, one event with high S/\ ratio 
performed as well as many closer events in match filtering.  I're- 
whitcning the real signals from zero  to the folding frequency 
before using them as matched filters resulted in serious S/\ 
decreases on the output unless hand-pass filtering was applied 
simultaneously to the signal hand, approximately IS to 50 seconds. 
A linear chirp waveform worked as well as a real waveform for the 
Asian events, hut it was inferior to real waveforms in the Pacific. 
A synthetic filter constructed using Canadian-Shield phase veloci- 
ties worked nearly as well on Central Asian earthquakes as rc.il 
reference events. 

1).  Preliminary Analysis of the Queen Creek, Arizona 
li>CAZ)~Strain System IncludiiiR Conparison with " 
the HO Long-Teriod Array. 

The objective of this .maiysts Has to compare I he 
recordings of seven enrthauakes frora the TFO long-period hori:on2al 
array with the sum of the horSzonta! strain and pesHlohiw record- 
ings at QCAZ.  The performaice of hoik  sy«Ueas «a* levere!) Höiiled 
by noise of non-seismic origin. Within the linils« the pcrforffonce 
of the two systems is about c*pial.  This* report is prelimttuiry I« 
the sense that the installation of inscrments al QCAZ ua.» nol 
complete at the t ime the data were obtained.  A Jower level of 
non-seismic noise is expected «hen Instsllalion i« COBplotc. 

I ■:.  A Con tout it ml Inv  wj th Auto- inierp»t.it ton. 

This study describes ign efficient conttwtr'plof I *«»: 
routine which is hased r?^ a scanning atgorltha of Cottafava and 
LeMoli and employs hi-lsiu^ir inlerpolatlon.  An aiit#-inlrrpotal ion 
scheme is developed winch autont jcal ly adjusts the  ntmbcr of 
interpolations in .uiv data «tiuare to produce %»ooth line KCgpients. 
A program listing ami example« are given In the original lex«. 

! .  Appl icat ions of the Jotjt f.piccnter Heteriiinalion 
MethtnlT^ 

In thiy  study wi «»1««* that the Joint Ipicenler 
Determination (.IIP), a least sqoares tirthod of e5(inalin£ earth- 
quake epicenters and station corrections. H unstable for *ni*c 
teleseisraic nets in that estiaattd locations and «t-ilion correct- 
ions change suhstantially when a feu readings fro» a large s.t 
are omitted,  locations arc also shown to change if different 
travel-time tables arc used.  The result is eslahlished both 
for a North American ind world-wide net, using an cpicentr.il 



region ranging 30° along the Aleutian Islands.  If the suite 
of epicenters were to be spread over the earth, a case not 
discussed in this study, JED may be stable.  However, in that 
case it would appear to be impossible, using JED, to discover 
the corrections to the average earth travel time tables 
caused by geology at the source or in the mantle.  Thus JED 
could not be used to determine station corrections which would 
result in telcscismic locations accurate to 2-4 kilometers. 

JOD does seem to be a suitable method for simultaneously 
determining improved locations and an improved travel time table 
in a region where the travel-time table is poorly known.  An 
example of such an application for a local Alaskan network is 
given in this study. 

III.      SUPPORT AND SERVICE TASKS 

In addition to the research studies discussed above 
the SDI. completed the following support and service tasks: 

A.  Data Cataloging, Classifying and Retrieval 

The library contains digitized seismograms and 
digital and analog magnetic tapes.  Station logs corresponding 
to each data set are arranged chronologically either in loose- 
leaf binders or in file cabinets. 

At the end of the fourth quarter of 1971 the 
library contained approximately: 

19,722 digitized seismograms; 
4,264 digitized magnetic tapes; 

32,030 analog magnetic tapes; 

a< veil as 10 an filo d./,t.i recorded at seismic observatories 
during the period September 1900 to the present, and 33 mm film 
data recorded at I.RSM stations during the interval September 
1961 to the preienl. 

Although the proportion of digital tapes assigned 
to a »pccHv function eftanges constantly, the library consisted 
of the foilowing grrup» at the end of the reporting period: 

279 liHfl nultiplexcd; 
1,6S7 tASA mi 11 i pIexed; 

S Si I.AS A denn 11 i p I ex cd: 
432 m-37 nultiplrxed; 
9« fPO-S7 permanent d.ita; 

1,240 Scratch, «MVC and A/H (approxinnte) 



The analog magnetic tape library consisted 
of the following groups at the end of September: 

8,76 ; 
488 

18,007 
4,770 

compressed; 
composites; 
save (uncompressed) 
uncompressed field tapes (March 
1970 through September 1971) 

B. Equipment Modi fications 

Modifications to the SDT system hardware were 
made in accordance with instructions from the government. 

C. Maintain and Operate Equipment 

Corrective maintenance was required on all major 
components of the system.  The card reader, disk file, and the 
604 tape drive were particularly troublesome and required extra 
care to keep them operational. 

D. Digital Programming 

Flow charts, descriptions of programs, and 
up-dated seismicity lists completed during the quarter will 
be delivered to the authorized government representatives by 
15 January 197 2. 

E. VELA and PRIME ARGUS Data Copies 

During the past year the SDL supplied data or 
computer services to the following: 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
American Electronic Laboratories 
Brown University 
California Institute of Technology 
General Atronics Corporation 
IBM 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
MIT, Lincoln Laboratory 
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration 
Pennsylvania State University 
Stanford University 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
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F. Analog Field Tape Supply 

Wc returned 600 analog tapes to the field 
during the fourth quarter of 1971. 

G. Array Data Service 

LASA weekly event summaries through 25 
December 1971 were distributed during the period. 

In mid-December we resumed distribution of the 
LASA/SAAC weekly event summary.  Recipients of the bulletin 
have been asked to confirm their desire to receive copies of 
future listings. 


